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The DynamicPDF Converter for.NET is a reliable utility that can help application developers to
integrate PDF conversion abilities within their.NET applications in a convenient manner. It provides
programmers with dynamic conversion support for more than 60 formats, such as RTX, DOC, HTML,
XLS or JPEG. Users can convert their documents to PDF format quickly, directly from within the host
application, as this tool provides them with the support they need. More so, it offers them the
possibility to handle any event easily, whether its a failed or a successful conversion. This tool is
actually a standalone component that might require users to grant it administrator rights. Also, to
yield the expected feedback, the application requires a reference to the
"ceTe.DynamicPDF.Converter" dll component. Although DynamicPDF Converter for.NET is a
powerful component, it comes with a number of limitations. It does not provide support for HTML-
embedded SVG images and flash components conversion. Additionally, it is capable of converting
documents to an output that does not exceed 9000 points or 125 inches, dimension-wise. This
parameter can be defined by relying on the ConversionOptions class. Output PDF file size might be
significantly increased whenever the users wants to convert monochrome TIFF documents to RGB
color formats and rendered into PDF. More so, links are not available in the output document (only
the text and formatting is preserved), if you want to convert a file that contains hyperlinks. Key
features of DynamicPDF Converter for.NET: * Quickest way to create PDF documents from
Microsoft Windows applications * Accurate PDF conversion for any computer platform (from
Windows to Linux) * Save your documents in all popular PDF formats * Create PDF documents
directly from Microsoft Office applications * Convert Office documents to PDF formats * Send
documents as attachment * Send documents as a hyperlink * Supports a number of Microsoft Office
formats (DOC, XLS, PPT, HTM, XLSX, PPTX, RTF, HTML, JPEG, PNG, TIFF, RTFD, GIF, BMP, PDF) *
Convert documents to PDFs with high quality and stability * Convert documents to PDFs of various
sizes * Convert documents to PDFs of a specified quality level * Convert monochrome TIFF to RGB
(color) PDFs * Generate PDF documents from HTML-embedded XHTML * Save documents with
embedded drawings, charts, and other images as images in the
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This parameter is used to configure a macro feature. When it is set, the application adds a series of
custom commands to the end of the generated PDF file. The series of custom commands must start
with the keyword KEYMACRO. Custom commands can then be used to modify a text string within a
document, or to perform any other action. The custom commands can be defined with the help of the
CommonMacro class. These commands cannot be sent to any printer, but they can be inserted in any
text file. AppendCommand description: This parameter allows you to define the series of commands
that should be added at the end of the generated file. RemoveCmd description: This parameter is
used to configure the removal of the custom commands at the end of the generated PDF file.
AppendNewLine description: This parameter is used to configure whether the current line should be
appended to the end of the generated PDF file or not. NoBr tag description: This parameter is used
to configure whether the text inside the specified block should be removed or not. The term "block"
refers to a vertical line that can be selected in a document. Default settings: The default settings are:
RemoveCmd - False AppendCmd - false AppendNewLine - False NoBr tag - True CookieManager
description: This parameter is used to set a cookie for the application to use in subsequent page
requests. Setting the CookieManager property to the value "false" disables the use of cookies within
the application. Default settings: The default settings are: CookieManager - true DefaultSettings
description: The default settings are: ConvertFormat description: This parameter is used to
configure the conversion of formats within the current document. When set to "true", the application
converts all the document formats except the ones that are configured for conversion in the
ConversionMode property. If set to "false", the application converts all formats (including the ones
that are configured for conversion in the ConversionMode property). Default settings: The default
settings are: ConvertFormat - true ConversionMode description: This parameter is used to configure
which formats of the document are converted to PDF. The property describes a set of formats. If a
format is defined for the document, then it will be converted to PDF. For example, the following list
describes the "PDF" format: "PDF/A-1:2001, PDF/A-2: 2edc1e01e8
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DynamicPDF Converter for.NET is an active, independent component that can be added to your
application as a separate "component". Its main goal is to convert various file types to PDF files, so it
can be used for all kinds of different applications. By using the component, you can convert a whole
directory of files to PDF, or convert a single file to PDF, based on various conversion criteria, such
as filename, size, date, number of pages, etc. The conversion processes are initiated on a time or
event-based basis, which can be controlled by the user. This is accomplished by changing the
settings of the "Conversion Options" class, which is available in the main program. The "Conversion
Options" class comes with a rich set of options that you can use to make the conversion process as
easy or complex as you need it to be. The class also features an event handler, which allows you to
receive and handle the completion of the conversion process. The "Conversion Options" class can be
used with most of the supported formats, so it might be necessary to create a custom.NET user
control, which can hold the "Conversion Options" and provide a convenient user interface to it.
DynamicPDF Converter for.NET Features: Convert native documents, HTML or Rich Text files to
PDF. Convert a directory of files at once, based on various conversion criteria, such as filename,
size, date, number of pages, etc. User can convert a single file to PDF, or convert a whole directory
of files, based on various conversion criteria, such as filename, size, date, number of pages, etc.
Conversion process is performed on a time or event-based basis, which can be controlled by the
user. Conversion can be performed in the background, or on a single or multiple pages, based on
various conversion criteria, such as filename, size, date, number of pages, etc. The Conversion
Options class is designed to allow you to convert a whole directory of files at once. The "Conversion
Options" class provides you with a rich set of settings that can be used to make the conversion
process as easy or complex as you need it to be. You can customize the settings of the "Conversion
Options" class in order to change the default behavior of the program. The "Conversion Options"
class features an event handler, which allows you to receive and handle the completion of the
conversion process. Document
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What's New In?

DynamicPDF Converter for.NET is a reliable utility that can help application developers to integrate
PDF conversion abilities within their.NET applications in a convenient manner. It provides
programmers with dynamic conversion support for more than 60 formats, such as RTX, DOC, HTML,
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XLS or JPEG. Users can convert their documents to PDF format quickly, directly from within the host
application, as this tool provides them with the support they need. More so, it offers them the
possibility to handle any event easily, whether its a failed or a successful conversion. This tool is
actually a standalone component that might require users to grant it administrator rights. Also, to
yield the expected feedback, the application requires a reference to the
"ceTe.DynamicPDF.Converter" dll component. Although DynamicPDF Converter for.NET is a
powerful component, it comes with a number of limitations. It does not provide support for HTML-
embedded SVG images and flash components conversion. Additionally, it is capable of converting
documents to an output that does not exceed 9000 points or 125 inches, dimension-wise. This
parameter can be defined by relying on the ConversionOptions class. Output PDF file size might be
significantly increased whenever the users wants to convert monochrome TIFF documents to RGB
color formats and rendered into PDF. More so, links are not available in the output document (only
the text and formatting is preserved), if you want to convert a file that contains hyperlinks.
DynamicPDF Converter for.NET also allows users to choose whether they want to perform the
conversion directly from within the host application or in a standard way, from a command line
interface. As a result, you will get a full output PDF document after successfully converting a file to a
PDF format. By relying on the host application, you can convert documents that exist locally on your
computer. In this case, you will get a full output PDF document, without the need to download the
original file. More so, you have the possibility to define the location to save the output file. This
software can be used to integrate the PDF conversion ability within any application that you might
be developing. More so, you will have the possibility to access any file that you might be working on.
To make things easier, DynamicPDF Converter for.NET also allows you to perform conversions on a
specific set of files, for example, all files that you want to convert into PDF format. To offer the
expected output, this component also requires that you give it administrator rights on your
computer. Overview: DynamicPDF Converter for.NET is a reliable utility that can help application
developers to integrate PDF conversion abilities within their.NET applications in a convenient
manner. It provides programmers with dynamic conversion support for more than 60 formats, such
as RTX, DOC, HTML, XLS or JPEG. Users can
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